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Towards A Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency


Arnie Saiki - Moana Nui Action Alliance
March 7, 2015



“Our present regionalism is a direct creation of colonialism.”

 – Epeli Hau’ofa

“We, the peoples of Moana Nui, connected by the currents of our ocean home, declare that we will not cooperate with the commodification of life and land as represented by APEC’s predatory capitalistic practices, distorted information and secret trade negotiations and agreements.


We invoke our rights to free, prior and informed consent. We choose cooperative trans-Pacific dialogue, action, advocacy, and solidarity between and amongst the peoples of the Pacific, rooted in traditional cultural practices and wisdom.


E mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono. A mama. Ua noa.”


--2011 Moana Nui Statement


“The expression of a common sense of identity and purpose, leading progressively to the sharing of institutions, resources, and markets, with the purpose of complementing national efforts, overcoming common constraints and enhancing sustainable and inclusive development within Pacific countries and territories and for the Pacific region as a whole.”

-- The 2014 Forum Leaders’ Statement

What the three quotes at the top of this report signify are three different calls asserting a specific form of regionalism in the Pacific. They are aligned differently as to how we approach globalization.  Epeli Hau’ofa understood early attempts at regionalism as an extension of colonialism. The Moana Nui statement sees regionalism as a resistance of neoliberalism, while the 2014 Forum Leader’s Statement sees regionalism as an opportunity for Pacific Island Countries and Territories to facilitate a process for development and trade, that despite embracing some of the very good recommendations provided by CSOs and independent policy experts
, maintain a strong affiliation with the various international institutions that seek to encircle the Pacific within their development agenda.


While all three approaches embrace regionalism from positions of identity, resistance and governance, the three approaches also lack an equitable path forward. The question of regional architecture for the 21st century applies to peoples and communities as much as it does to States and Territories. 


Embracing customary rights, indigenous values and traditional stewards while struggling with governance issues like health, environmental and economic impacts are not specific to Oceania, but what is unique, is that despite the vastness of our region and our geographical distance, we have a shared will that binds us.


Our commitment to the region unifies cultural and economic conditions, and provides us with approaches towards equity and value that we may not know how to account for within the shifting centers of 21st century globalization. This paper seeks to address that lack and find a path forward on equitable terms through an integrated regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency (RMA). 


We are proposing a Regulatory Monitoring Agency that would embrace already existing regional regulatory institutions to build upon an accounting of equity that is based not on the commodification of resources, but rather on the value of customary stewardship, the protection of resources sacrosanct of our regional health and biodiversity. 


Recognizing that for the first time in our history, we are between two systems competing to define the global rules for investment and trade in the 21st century, we cannot afford to remain situated within the unipolarity of 20th century neoliberal structures. New multipolar opportunities demand that we embrace what is unique to Oceania and unfold the path necessary to pursue policy changes that will benefit the health, environmental and economic priorities that we seek.


*


In preparation for developing the framework for the Post-2015 Development Agenda, High Level Expert Groups within the UN Statistics Division (UNSD) met at the United Nations to discuss Sustainable Development Policy and Practice.


The sessions were aimed towards an agreement in September 2015, when the UN Member States may agree, for the first time ever, on a comprehensive and long-term policy agenda for all countries of the world. The expected agreement on the Post-2015 Development Agenda, including Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and related targets, seek to lead to a universal effort to improve economic, social and environmental policies, as well as public and private governance, fostering the collaboration among various components of modern societies to achieve the desired goals.


What this means for developing countries is that the rules for investment and trade among the State donor/client relationships, will be restructured and streamlined according to a newly proposed framework for development goals, targets and indicators in the draft SDGs.  Contained within the 2015 Millennium Development Goals that the SDGs are anticipated to replace, were eight proposed goals.
 The new SDGs have 17 goals and 100+ data indicators
 that will be used to calculate how donor States and private investment can integrate funding and investment policy within an institutionally derived calculation of development needs. 

The UN Statistical Division will manage how to aggregate these data indicators within the national accounting system. These data indicators will measure as much quantifiable data as there is to know about the economic development and health needs of people, their land, resources, climate and biodiversity. 


What may not be so apparent is that this policy contains a strong correlation between development needs and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) models.
 


For example, by assigning development goals like education, health, food security, water, sanitation, ecological factors, housing, and energy, etc, to highly technical Input-Output tables
, the donor and financial industries will have a powerful new tool to streamline development and investment.  This need not be a detriment to development however, but until there is a greater understanding of how global investment rules are going to be streamlined in the 21st century, we will not know whether these goals will be to primarily benefit the peoples and communities in the developing world, or whether they will benefit the corporations and shareholders in the advanced economies, a continuation of the traditional donor/client relationship. 


As donor nations characterize the relative isolation of Pacific Islands as being blighted by both inequality of outcome and opportunity, Pacific Islands should revise this isolation not as blight, but as an asset that accounts for a higher value of equity. 

For the Pacific, advantages of a regional architecture are very clear when it comes to our shared resources. The 2007 Vava’u Declaration on Pacific Fisheries Resource for example, strengthens regulations on fishery resources in the Pacific.
 Another regional sector is seabed mining. Debated between regional institutions like SOPAC and Civil Society Organizations like PANG, BRG and Act Now!,
 organizing against seabed mining is an effective example of cross-Oceanic collaborations. What fisheries and seabed mining have in common is that they are both depletive and degrading industries, and its extraction from our region is still treated only as a commodity resource accounted for by the demands of a global market. 


Yet, when it comes to ecological biodiversity, reef systems, military and shipping routes, the negative impacts of environmental and health factors caused by large corporations or nuclear and industrialized States, these go unaccounted as assets or liabilities, and are largely ignored in how we account for them.  


Without economic regulatory integration, it is easy for investors to drive costs down by treating small independent States as markets competing for franchises, opening the door for the divisive and deregulatory ambitions of the investment regime. 


Integration allows for the regulatory ambitions that customary rights holders, indigenous peoples and traditional stewards demand to maintain our customary lands, marine resources, and subsistent livelihoods while providing for the advantages needed to participate in the overall global economy, equitably.


A regulation-based integrated Pacific comprised of fifteen Independent States and nine Occupied Island Territories has the technology, the will and the capacity to develop our own data indicators that will measure and define our equity. It is through our regional data that we can meet the policy challenges of reducing climate and environmental impacts while meeting our development needs.


Equity


Upon addressing equity,
 it’s important to understand how fundamental the application of this term is for the Pacific, and it is the fluidity of this variable that should determine what Pacific Island Regional Architecture for the 21st century should look like. 

Equity is used in accounting in several ways. Often it is used when referring to an ownership interest in a business, but in this report, the application of equity is being applied to integrated States and Territories. 


Accounting for assets and liabilities is only one measure of a country’s economy. There are various indicators that are aggregated into the way GDP is measured, and it is this expanded aggregate of value that correlates to the strength of our national economy. 

For example, a strong economy is reflected in the size of one’s Balance of Payments of merchandise trade and commercial services. Despite WTO provisions prohibiting discriminatory barriers to market access, Small Pacific Island States with limited GDPs continue to have difficulty attaining equitable access to larger markets, as their Balance of Payments, often reflecting a percentage of GDP, is so small that often their only option is to remain a client of a donor State. It is the continued application of this process that obstructs opportunities for SPIS, allowing only paltry sums of development aid for the wealth of resources that are provided.


There are a variety of other indicators outside GDP that measure specific goals and targets of a country. There is the Global Peace Indicator
 or the Well-Being Indicator (WBI)
 that was put out by the Vanuatu National Statistics Office, for example, and the greater purpose for developing an indicator is to integrate it into a regional or global standard or framework, ultimately to have it adopted as an aggregate within the United Nations System of National Accounts.

In terms of international trade, Gross Domestic Product is the current aggregate of adopted indicators, and although it evolved in the US alongside Gross National Product in the early 20th century, it was GDP that was institutionalized by the UN Statistical Commission to measure the goods and services produced in a country as a standard of exchange. 

When the Statistical Commission formally adopted GDP, it was done so in part as a condition for post-war European recovery. 

Although this should be part of larger discussion, only now an SDR as originally conceived under Bretton Woods is being advanced through the new BRICS-led Contingency Reserve Arrangement (CRA).
 This should be seen as a timely opportunity for Pacific Island Countries that the China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is coalescing the European powers
, including Australia and the US, who have recently made requests to join this new development bank. How this will impact ongoing international partnerships and trade agreements currently being negotiated by the larger economies has yet to be seen, but this reveals a systemic shift to the unilateral neoliberal system.


In a recent conference sponsored by The Center for Economic and Policy Research, a question asked was whether the CRA can help to prevent Balance of Payments crises in the coming years, addressing how it can manage to provide sufficient and timely Balance of Payments support and still have a low default rate, without imposing harmful conditions.
 The question spoke to the failure of the IMF, but the institutional failure rests squarely on US neoliberal economic policy.

The Pacific can and should lead as equal partners in the 21st century, and regional integration will motivate this to happen. And while there are both old colonial administering powers and new economic bully weights that would seek to co-opt integration, other schemes that embrace a partnership among Small Pacific Island States, Occupied Territories and Semi-Autonomous Countries under the stewardship of customary rights holders, indigenous peoples, or traditional stewards, would provide tremendous global advantages for the region.

The most pressing example for what cross-Oceania collaborations can do is seen in advancing the Human Rights and independence struggle for impacted peoples across Oceania.  Although there has been isolated support for West Papua for some time, the recent Wansolwara
 meeting in Madang, PNG, brought greater unity and visibility for an atrocity that is occurring under a brutal colonial administration within our region and under our noses, and highlights just how our collective collaborations can address other forms of hegemony and injustice occurring in the Pacific.  Unfortunately, previous attempts to bring West Papua into the Melanesian Spearhead Group did not meet the anticipated outcome, and West Papua has resubmitted its application for membership.


Other examples of how Oceanic integration can benefit the global community is through raising the recognition of both free prior and informed consent (FPIC)
 and the Precautionary Principle (PP)
 under international law. In an effort to protect native health and human rights, to protect customary land and our shared traditional resources, the fifteen Pacific Island States working as a bloc could implement the change needed by drawing in the occupied territories and semi-autonomous countries in the region.

By adopting strong legal measures advancing FPIC and PP, the administering powers of the occupied territories and semi-autonomous countries, may have greater impetus of rising to meet the aspirations of the region, particularly as a matter of prestige, if the global community embraces these advancements.

Arguably, this has been an option since integration schemes have been on the table, and the motivations for integration probably began in earnest with Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific, but as a bloc focusing on economic regulatory or protective motivations, it really has not been that long. As a pathfinder, the Vava’u Declaration on Pacific Fisheries has been a very good example of what the benefits and problems are of forging a regional regulatory scheme, and what has prevented SPIS from advancing regulatory rights as norms, has not been Will, but the economic bullying by the larger economies.


Similarly, development aid has been often used as a coercive weapon wielded by dominant economies, and its effectiveness coincides with the unipolarity of the neoliberal hegemon that began with the collapse of the Soviet Union in the late 1980s.  During the bipolarity of the Cold War with the Soviet Union, it is safe to assume that Pacific Islands were not ready to stand alone as an integrated bloc, but recent economic, environmental conditions, and the technological and geopolitical advancements of the 21st century, now demands that an integrated Oceania move towards participating in the world with a regulatory framework that can protect our regional resources and pursue the kind of international policy that will benefit our region.
 

In the case of Vanuatu’s Well-Being Indicators (VWBI), if the Melanesian group adopts these indicators to have a value that can be accounted for in their Balance of Payments, then the function of the VWBI will have regional influence that governments can use to set economic targets and goals.  The caveat however, is that this statistical data only has value among the Melanesian Group, as it is not accounted for within the current global GDP statistical frame.  However, if the VWBI were integrated into the System of National Accounts, then the accounting of these indicators will be aggregated into the statistical accounting of global trade. 


It should come to no surprise that different co-operations and partnerships have different rules of access to accounting rules, and nowhere is this more apparent than the exclusive Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).


As the assets and resources of developing countries are tabled as commodities traded in global markets, OECD donor countries use the aggregate data in these input-output tables to secure loans. Financial investment markets also use these tables to adjust their investments against the anticipated future profits of these resource commodities. 


Under the OECD, development and investment is leveraged against the asset and commodity resources of developing countries and they are able to leverage debt because lenders privilege security enforcement in this free-market cooperation. 

Developing countries, on the other hand, have relatively small debts, because all they have is their own equity to leverage debt against, and they are not in a position to leverage debt on the resources of other countries. There is a limit as to how much debt developing countries can accrue, and if they are unable to pay back the debt, then structural adjustments that privilege private investors and financial institutions are enforced. Developing countries for example, cannot leverage the kind of debt that the US or Japan has accrued.  As a percentage of GDP, developing countries are unable to borrow 106% (US) or 237% (Japan) of its GDP—roughly $18 trillion dollars and $10.5 trillion dollars—respectively.


With the failure of neoliberalism triggered by the Wall St. economic crisis in 2008
 and the rise of the BRICS economies, Oceania has an opportunity to engage in the global economy with greater equity, and not have to maintain its dependency with its traditional colonial partners. The strength of integration is that Oceanic values will build the kind of equity that has been lacking and purposefully under-recognized by the very foundation of the national accounting system. 


National Accounting Systems


Designed under Bretton Woods as an instrument to stabilize the fluctuating economies of war torn Europe, GDP was adopted as the economic indicator among the cooperating countries who eventually became the core OECD countries. Since then, the UN System of National Accounts (SNA),
 has been revising GDP to meet global needs. 


The first major revision occurred in 1993, shortly after the collapse of the Soviet Union who utilized a different system for harmonizing trade among its partners. The second revision occurred in 2008, ostensibly to address global health needs and climate factors. During the 2008 revision process, the framework was such a departure from traditional GDP, that the UN Statistical Division renamed this accounting process the System of Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA); and in 2012, the SEEA framework was adopted to eventually replace GDP.


The Statistics Division, who is harmonizing the National Accounting System with Sustainable Development Policy and Practice, is already creating a new framework for measuring national economies. It is likely that this new framework will mainframe the 100+ indicators that are being proposed for the SDGs within new Input-Output tables for investment and trade. 


Without the participation of CSOs representing small island economies or an integrated regional Pacific Island architecture, Pacific Islands will be once again left out from participating in the global economy as an equal partner and the baseline for measuring national accounts will continue to benefit large donor/investor economies.

An integrated Oceania could be an equal partner in revising the international system of accounting so that, for example, environmental degradation and resource depletion could be accounted for as a liability rather than an asset,
 revising, for example, how both investors and extractive industries account for commodity resources.

Regional ecological integration should revise the value of how our biodiversity is accounted for. Damages resulting from improper transport, militarization, nuclear testing, pollution, etc, could be insured in the same way that financial risk-based derivatives are used to make losses to R&D profitable, by accounting for the loss of our future anticipated livelihood, for example. 

Integrations Co-operations & Partnerships


Right now the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP)
 and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP),
 are two US-led agreements that seek to expand the rules for trade and development according to the same neoliberal policies that caused the 2008 financial collapse to begin with. Although both these agreements have been negotiated in secrecy, leaked drafts have only confirmed that this severe lack of envisioning a world outside of corporate dominance not only increases the risk for long-term economic security, but it challenges the ecological biodiversity of our region by transferring investment and development costs to already impacted regions and peoples, while corporate shareholders continue to reap the benefits.  

An alternative to TPP/TTIP, the new BRICS
 partnership offers a varying model that is not likely to stray too far from the investment and development structures that have impacted our region under neoliberalism. However, under BRICS, because of its close relations to the development needs of states and regions, they appear to have a far greater capacity for integrating economics with the ecological and health priorities of impacted peoples and environments.
   

Additionally, a 2013 study has examined how the 2008 financial collapse has permanently changed the correlations between BRICS and the developed markets.
 This is not to say that the systems are mutually exclusive, but rather empirical findings show the advantages of how diversifying investments among multipolar integrations will reduce risk and shocks to investment and development markets. Through collaborations between new multipolar global economic systems, and focusing on equity diversification between the US and BRICS, advanced economies, emerging markets and developing countries, could produce the long-term goals that the SDGs embrace.
 

The strength of the BRICS economies is woven into the fabric of other regional blocs.
  For example, Brazil is the dominant economy of the South American Common Market (Mercosur), and attached to Mercosur is the smaller Bolivarian Alliance (ALBA).  Russia leads the new Eurasian Economic Union (EEU).  India is an integral partner to the China-led RCEP, which includes ASEAN; and South Africa leads the South African Development Community, which is integral to COMESA, one of the African trade pillars. When you account for the GDP of not just the BRICS countries, but the blocs they are part of, and account for the design of the proposed silk road and maritime silk road,
 what we are looking at is a complete revision of 21st century globalization that decentralizes the power away from the former colonial administering powers represented by the OECD countries and Wall St. in particular. 

Inevitably, for Pacific Islands to formalize a regional bloc advancing regulatory schemes to benefit our regional biodiversity, new centers within the global system of finance, manufacturing, shipping and commerce would also evolve.


It is remarkable, that despite the strong cultural, traditional, the shared value and resources of the Pacific, that ecological integration has not yet been formalized among the islands in the Pacific.  Unfortunately, dominant economic administrations have done little to promote a regional bloc benefitting the economic and security needs of Small Island States, and arguably, they have done more to weaken integration by either lording over integration proposals, as with PACER-Plus
, or undermining attempts of integration that do not include them, as with PDIF.
  

Under current economic indicators, the GDP of Pacific Island States is about $33 billion dollars.
 When you include Occupied Island Territories, the GDP amounts to about $88.6 billion dollars. The Occupied Island Territories include French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Tokelau, Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, American Samoa, West Papua, Moluccas and Hawaii. The combination of Pacific Island States and Occupied Island Territories is about $121.6 billion dollars, which if listed as a regional economy would rank at about 75 (out of 179), about the same as Tunisia under current GDP measurements.


The rationale behind the SDGs addresses the very real issues of poverty reduction and climate vulnerability. And while it is up to financially challenged individual States to manage the needs of their people, it is the same administering powers that seek to streamline our development needs with various forms of regionalism.  The forms of regionalism broken down in the Pacific Island Forum’s Framework for Pacific Regionalism
 highlights how entrenched some Pacific Islands States are to hang onto the coattails of the old colonial masters, while the waves of our equitable path forward laps at our shores. 


Regional Monitoring Agency

A mapping of the Moana Nui Regional Monitoring Agency
 was drawn out on June 3rd in Ali’itasi Stewart’s room at the Shattuck Hotel at the conclusion of the Moana Nui 2013 meeting in Berkeley, CA
.


It was an early attempt to provide a structural outline for approaching an Oceania Regional Monitoring Agency (RMA).  Accounting for administrative differences, a monitoring agency would include both occupied island states as well as independent states. Because there are vastly disparate economic realities, the economic well-being indicators applied to ecological factors may provide for far greater equitability and consistency.


Since then, in preparation for the SDGs, new data methodologies are now being prepared to measure the statistical information of resources, self-sufficiency, water, food sovereignty, fisheries, household economic security, health, cultural data, etc.  It is only a matter of time before this data will be harmonized with the System of Environmental and Economic Accounting that has been proposed to replace GDP.

A regional integrated ecological monitoring agency can implement revisions to the data standards that are being proposed for State-level statistical information. The purpose of establishing an RMA is not to highlight competition among the PICs, but rather to highlight the value of shared resources that account for regional integrated cultural and statistical data.


By approaching a region-wide monitoring authority, we can move towards fulfilling a regulatory mandate that can insert itself, for example, within investor-state agreements, and develop the technical advisory to implement an ecological and human rights based methodology that places greater emphasis on indigenous rights, bio-diversity and climate related factors, rather than economic indicators focusing on trade-in-goods or trade-in-services.


Small economies should be the drivers of globalization.  They may not be the leaders in financialization, where all roads lead back to Wall St. investment markets.  Small economies can be the leaders in a regulatory approach that raises the value of bio-diversity as a value-added indicator in the global economy.  This is where the new silk road and maritime silk road propositions are very attractive.  Rather than centralizing economies, the “belt and road” seeks to encourage new regional centers providing small economies with new opportunities for participating in global markets.



What Could Ecological Integration Provide?

Pacific Island local economies to varying extents are already being impacted by ecologically degrading and resource-depleting policies negotiated between governments of states and investment regimes. Fisheries and mining and minerals are two sectors that extract resources away from customary rights holders.  Radiation and pollution are two examples of degradation. Fukushima and decades of nuclear testing have degraded the regional biodiversity of Pacific Islands.  Large scale agriculture, tourism, housing developments are leasing lands and creating conditions that will further privatize water and resources, and degrade regional biodiversity.  Attempts to restore land, water and ocean resources back into the hands of customary rights holders, away from private ownership, can become very confusing when governments try to intervene by expropriating land or nationalizing resources.  These actions lead to investment disputes between governments and investors and when customary rights holders attempt to take action, further instability ensues.

This disputes between investors, states, and people reveal a deep cycle that cannot benefit our region.  It is unsustainable and creates conditions of poverty, up rootedness and instability. It is like an algebra equation where the only constant is that the variables of greed and instability are greater than the value of our health and biodiversity.


Infrastructure that promotes the economies of the advanced economies, privilege and prioritize intangible assets like patents, copyrights, trademarks, weapons systems and research and development.  Developing countries have barriers making it very difficult to enter into this accounting structure.  The classification of intangible assets are difficult to monetize because they are essentially without physical substance and are unlike commodity resources accounted for by markets.  Trading fish for music, for example, is not even like trading apples and oranges; it is like trading apples for art or technology. Commodity resources cannot compete in the long term with the accounting of intangibles unless we too are able to derive gain from our own intangible assets.   


So how is it that people in developing countries do not have access this kind of economy?  It is not because of lack of anything, other than the infrastructure to engage with our statistical data and classification of intangible assets.


Also, as we begin to account for climate change impact, current rules and regulations do not favor small states, peoples and ecological biodiversity.  In time it will, but I’d argue that when it does, privatization policies will have already been streamlined, and the new methodology for accounting climate factors will go towards benefitting the larger economies rather than impacted or failed states.


What this report seeks to eventually address, is a range of options over who is collecting this data, where the data is stored, what institutions should have access to this data, and how this data should be used to quantify our equity, and qualify our values and traditions. 


In closing, this appeal for a Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency is not necessarily dependent upon how Pacific Island States, Occupied Island Territories or Semi-Autonomous Countries account for equity, organize around data and statistical information or participate with other trade integrations, co-operations or partnerships.  The purpose or an RMA transcends the political and economic boundaries that defines island systems and embraces what is unique to Oceania. If an RMA can unfold the necessary changes that will benefit the health and climate priorities that the world seeks, then our regulatory ambitions will define the path forward for the 21st century.  
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� BRICS Ministry of External Relations. Treaty for the Establishment of a BRICS Contingency Reserve Arrangement (CRA). Fortaleza, July 15 (2014). 


�  Park, George, Chassany and Dyer. “Europeans defy US to join China-led development bank” Financial Times. March 16, 2015. [http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/0655b342-cc29-11e4-beca-00144feab7de.html] Accessed March 18, 2015.


� Center for Economic and Policy and Research (CEPR). The impact of the BRICS’ Contingent Reserve Arrangement (CRA) and the New Development Bank (NDB). 11 October 2014. Panelists: Mark Weisbrot (Co-Director, Center for Economic and Policy Research), Nancy Alexander (Director, Economic Governance Program of Heinrich Boell Foundation), Aldo Caliar (Director, Centre for Concern).


� HYPERLINK "http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/2014/10/impact-brics-contingent-reserve-arrangement-cra-new-development-bank-ndb/" ��http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/2014/10/impact-brics-contingent-reserve-arrangement-cra-new-development-bank-ndb/� (Accessed 2015 March 6)





� In September 2014, the Wansolwara Dance, sponsored by the Pacific Council of Churches, the Pacific Network on Globalisation, the Bismarck Ramu Group, and Social Empowerment & Education Program, organized a protest dance with “pride and courage for justice, solidarity and freedom” for “those who are not yet free from the yoke of colonial oppression” in our Wansolwara, Moana Nui, Oceania, Pacific. 


� Office of Benny Wenda. “West Papua resubmits application for MSG membership,” Press Release. Feb 5, 2015. [http://bennywenda.org/2015/west-papua-resubmits-application-for-msg-membership/] (Accessed March 7, 2015).


� Analysis prepared by the secretariat of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues: economic and social development, the environment and free, prior and informed consent United Nations, Economic and Social Council, U.N. Doc. E/C.19/2011/13 (March 15, 2011). The common understanding of the principle of free, prior and informed consent is that consent should be given freely, without coercion, intimidation or manipulation (free); sought sufficiently in advance of final authorization and implementation of activities (prior); and founded upon an understanding of the full range of issues entailed by the activity or decision in question (informed). P.12.


�� UNESCO, World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology (COMEST). The Precautionary Principle. (2005). The emergence of increasingly unpredictable, uncertain, and unquantifiable but possibly catastrophic risks such as those associated with Genetically Modified Organisms, climate change etc., has confronted societies with the need to develop a third, anticipatory model to protect humans and the environment against uncertain risks of human action: the Precautionary Principle (PP). The emergence of the PP has marked a shift from post-damage control (civil liability as a curative tool) to the level of a pre-damage control (anticipatory measures) of risks. (P7).





� Motesharrei, S.  Et al, Human and nature dYnamics (HANDY): Modeling inequality and use of resources in the collapse or sustainability of societies. Ecological Economics, 101 (2014) 90-102.  A seminal paper that attempts to model collapse mathematically, in a more general way. “We propose a simple model, not intended to describe actual individual cases, but rather to provide a general framework that allows carrying out “thought experiments” for the phenomenon of collapse and to test changes that would avoid it. This model (called HANDY, for Human and Nature Dynamics) advances beyond existing biological dynamic population models by simultaneously two separate important features which seem to appear across so many societies that have collapsed: (1) the stretching of resources due to the strain placed on the ecological carrying capacity, and (2) the economic stratification of society into Elites and Masses. In many of these historical cases, we have direct evidence of Ecological Strain and Economic Stratification playing a central role in the character or in the process of the collapse. For these empirical reasons, and the theoretical ones explained, our model incorporates both of these two features. HANDY is based on the classical predator–prey model, the inclusion of two societal classes introduces a much richer set of dynamical solutions, including cycles of societal and ecological collapse, as well as the possibility of smoothly reaching equilibrium (the ecological carrying capacity).” P. 91





� How debt functions, tells the story about how free-trade is organized in our post-colonial world, and the process of how that evolves takes place in the history of the OECD, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.  Economies like the US, EU, Japan, Canada, Australia and other advanced economies, function as a kind of donor cabal that provides aid to developing countries. These countries (except Australia, Canada, and NZ), if you go back 60 years, were all recipients of Marshall Plan aid and cooperating members of the Economic Cooperation Act, later renamed the Mutual Securities Act, an economic and military co-operation that enforced the US-led free-market agenda. 


It should not be a coincidence that all the Administering Powers who placed their colonies on the UN list of non-self-governing territories were also recipients of this Marshall Plan aid.  After WW2, the losers, Germany, Japan and Italy had their territories placed under UN trusteeship via Articles 12 and 13 of the UN Charter.


� Hannoun, Herve.“Central banks and global debt overhang,” Bank for International Settlements. speech given to 50th SEACAN Governors’ Conference, Port Moresby, 2014 November 20. 


� Schmidt, Vivien A and mark Thatcher. Given the abject failure of the neoliberal policy offer, why has it persisted as the dominant approach to policymaking? The London School of Economics and Political Science, (November 22, 2013). � HYPERLINK "http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/why-are-neo-liberal-ideas-so-resilient" ��http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/why-are-neo-liberal-ideas-so-resilient� (accessed March 5, 2015)


� The Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, EUROSTAT, The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis have been the principle designers of the SNA’s revision process.


� United Nations. System of Environmental-Economic Accounting 2012- Central Framework. (2014) The 2014 SEEA revised the 2003 SEEA approach toward accounting for Environmental Degradation and Resource Depletion. The SEEA-2003 contained an extended examination of the accounting for nonrenewable resources, particularly mineral and energy resources, including a discussion on the allocation of resource rent between depletion and a return to environmental assets and between different economic units involved in extraction. A range of options was provided to handle the various accounting issues. The SEEA Central Framework has determined the treatment in each of the relevant areas and has concluded that: (a) The resource rent should be split between depletion and a return to environmental assets; (b) The costs of mineral exploration should be deducted in the determination of the resource rent; (c) The economic value of mineral and energy resources should be allocated between the extractor and the legal owner; (d) Additions to the stock of natural resources (for example, through discoveries) should be recorded as other changes in the volume of assets rather than as a consequence of a production process; (e) Depletion should be recorded as a deduction from income in the production accounts, generation of income accounts, allocation of primary income accounts and distribution of income accounts, in a manner similar to that in which the deduction for consumption of fixed capital is made in the SNA. SEEA preface xii





� Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) countries include Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam and the United States.  The combined GDP (PPP-World Bank 2012) was about US $28.5 trillion dollars.


� Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is between the US and the EU.  The combined GDP (PPP-World Bank 2012) was about US $33 trillion dollars.


� BRICS is a partnership between the emerging countries of Brazil, China, India, Russia, and South Africa. The combined GDP (PPP-World Bank 2012) was about US $30 trillion dollars.


� BRICS Ministry of External Relations. Sixth BRICS Summit- Fortaleza Declaration. Fortaleza, July 15 (2014). Paragraph 11. BRICS, as well as other EMDCs, continue to face significant financing constraints to address infrastructure gaps and sustainable development needs. With this in mind, we are pleased to announce the signing of the Agreement establishing the New Development Bank (NDB), with the purpose of mobilizing resources for infrastructure and sustainable development projects in BRICS and other emerging and developing economies. 


� Zhang, Bill and Li, Yu. “Has recent financial crisis changed permanently the correlations between BRICS and developed stock markets?” School of Management and Engineering, Nanjing University, PRC. (2013)


� Zhang, Bill and Chang, Tzeng. “International Equity Diversification between the United States and BRICS Countries.”  Romanian Journal of Economic Forecasting –XVII (1). 2014 p. 123


� Several new regional partnerships have either been formed or are augmenting as a result of BRICS.   This includes the Southern Common Market (Mercosur): Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela ($4.5 trillion); the Bolivarian Alliance (ALBA): Antigua/Barbuda, Bolivia, Cuba, Dominica, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Saint Lucia, St. Vincent/Grenadines ($263 billion); the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU): Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan ($4,05 trillion); the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP): ASEAN members, China, Japan, Korea, India, Australia, New Zealand ($36.1 trillion ); Association of Southeast Asian Nation (ASEAN): Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam ($5.8 trillion); South Africa Development Community (SADC): Botswana, Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe ($878 billion); the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa(COMESA): Burundi. Comoros, Congo, Djibouti, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe ($1.6 trillion); and the Russia-China Partnership (RCP)($19.7 trillion). World Bank 2013 (PPP) estimates.  (Total: $31 trillion).


Besides the TPP/TTIP, other partnerships are also being formed to obstruct BRICS.  This includes the Pacific Alliance: Chile, Peru, Mexico, Colombia ($3.35 trillion); and various bilateral partnerships with Japan, Korea and the Philippines. ($45.7 trillion).


� As regional integrations, co-operations of partnerships, the development of these new alignments are evolving along ambitious new “silk roads’” or “maritime silk roads.”


Xinhua. “Chronology of China’s “Belt and Road” Initiative,” 2015 Feb 5. [http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2015-02/05/c_133972101.htm] (Accessed March 7, 2015).


� “Following five years of long talks, a final agreement on PACER-Plus seems now close, despite a recent “closed-door meeting” in Adelaide saw several Pacific island governments cry foul over some provisions that would reportedly only benefit their regional big brothers, Australia and New Zealand”


Santos, Lean Alfred, Devex, “PACER-Plus—boon or bane for Pacific Island States,” 2014 July 30. [https://www.devex.com/news/pacer-plus-boon-or-bane-for-pacific-island-states-84013] (Accessed March 7, 2015).


� “Diplomatic sources in Fiji confirm that Australia and New Zealand tried to undermine Fiji's efforts to host the first ever Pacific Islands Development Forum (PIDF) this week.”


Islands Business, “Claims Australia and New Zealand tried to undermine PIDF: Fiji Official,” 2013 Aug 07. [http://www.islandsbusiness.com/news/fiji/2256/claims-australia-and-new-zealand-tried-to-undermin/] (Accessed March 7, 2015). 


� These Pacific Island States include Papua New Guinea, Cook Islands, FSM Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Palau, RMI Marshall Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Timor Leste, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu.  


� Under the PIF Framework, Pacific Island Countries will be required to adopt one of these six forms of regionalism: Coordination, Cooperation, Collaboration, Harmonization, Economic Integration, and/or Administrative/legal/institutional integration. The expectation is that the adoption of these forms will work toward the support of “deeper” binding regionalism that will streamline current forms of development funding and investment from the traditional donor/investment partners.


Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat. The Framework for Pacific Regionalism. 2014 Forum Leaders’ Statement (2014). Page 4.


� Annex 1.


� Following the success of Moana Nui 2011 that took place in Honolulu during APEC 2011, Moana Nui 2013 followed up with a three-day conference in Berkeley, California. For this 2013 iteration, the main purpose was to respond to shifts in United States economic and military strategies that are anticipated to have broad negative impacts on the peoples, resources, economies and geo-politics of the Asia-Pacific region. These policy shifts, mostly under a new U.S. program, “The Pacific Pivot,” would particularly affect the economic and cultural viability and sovereignty of indigenous peoples and small nations of the Pacific, and would greatly accelerate profoundly dangerous power struggles underway between the United States and China, and potentially Russia, over trade, ocean and island resources, and economic and military domination of an 8,000 mile region. The primary goals of Moana Nui 2013 were to stimulate new collaborations among Pacific Island peoples and nations, and to inform U.S. mainland policy-makers, activists and media about what is underway in the Pacific.
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Since then, in preparation for the SDGs, new data methodologies are now
being prepared to measure the statistical information of resources, self-
sufficiency, water, food sovereignty, fisheries, household economic security,
health, cultural data, etc.  It is only a matter of time before this data will be
harmonized with the System of Environmental and Economic Accounting
that has been proposed to replace GDP.

A regional integrated ecological monitoring agency can implement revisions
to the data standards that are beingproposed for State-level statistical
information. The purpose of establishing an RMA is not to highlight
competition among the PICs, but rather to highlight the value of shared
resources that account for regional integrated cultural and statistical data.

By approaching a region-wide monitoring authority, we can move towards
fulfilling a regulatory mandate that can insert itself, for example, within
investor-state agreements, and develop the technical advisory to implement
an ecological and human rights based methodology that places greater
emphasis on indigenous rights, bio-diversity and climate related factors,
rather than economic indicators focusing on trade-in-goods or trade-in-
services.

Small economies should be the drivers of globalization.  They may not be
the leaders in financialization, where all roads lead back to Wall St.
investment markets.  Small economies can be the leaders in a regulatory
approach that raises the value of bio-diversity as a value-added indicator in
the global economy. This is where the new silk road and maritime silk
road propositions are very attractive.  Rather than centralizing economies,
the “belt and road” seeks to encourage new regional centers providing
small economies with new opportunities for participating in global markets. 

 

4. Description

What Could Ecological Integration Provide?

Pacific Island local economies to varying extents are already being
impacted by ecologically degrading and resource-depleting policies negotiated
between governments of states and investment regimes. Fisheries and mining and
minerals are two sectors that extract resources away from customary rights holders.
 Radiation and pollution are two examples of degradation. Fukushima and decades of
nuclear testing have degraded the regional biodiversity of Pacific Islands.  Large
scale agriculture, tourism, housing developments are leasing lands and creating
conditions that will further privatize water and resources, and degrade regional
biodiversity.  Attempts to restore land, water and ocean resources back into the
hands of customary rights holders, away from private ownership, can become very
confusing when governments try to intervene by expropriating land or nationalizing
resources.  These actions lead to investment disputes between governments and
investors and when customary rights holders attempt to take action, further
instability ensues.

This disputes between investors, states, and people reveal a deep cycle that cannot
benefit our region.  It is unsustainable and creates conditions of poverty, up
rootedness and instability. It is like an algebra equation where the only constant is
that the variables of greed and instability are greater than the value of our health



and biodiversity.

Infrastructure that promotes the economies of the advanced economies, privilege
and prioritize intangible assets like patents, copyrights, trademarks, weapons
systems and research and development.  Developing countries have barriers making
it very difficult to enter into this accounting structure.  The classification of intangible
assets are difficult to monetize because they are essentially without physical
substance and are unlike commodity resources accounted for by markets.  Trading
fish for music, for example, is not even like trading apples and oranges; it is like
trading apples for art or technology. Commodity resources cannot compete in the
long term with the accounting of intangibles unless we too are able to derive gain
from our own intangible assets.   

So how is it that people in developing countries do not have access this
kind of economy?  It is not because of lack of anything, other than
the infrastructure to engage with our statistical data and classification of intangible
assets.

Also, as we begin to account for climate change impact, current rules and
regulations do not favor small states, peoples and ecological biodiversity.  In time it
will, but I’d argue that when it does, privatization policies will have already been
streamlined, and the new methodology for accounting climate factors will go
towards benefitting the larger economies rather than impacted or failed states.

What this report seeks to eventually address, is a range of options over who is
collecting this data, where the data is stored, what institutions should have access to
this data, and how this data should be used to quantify our equity, and qualify our
values and traditions. 

In closing, this appeal for a Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency is not necessarily
dependent upon how Pacific Island States, Occupied Island Territories or Semi-
Autonomous Countries account for equity, organize around data and statistical
information or participate with other trade integrations, co-operations or
partnerships.  The purpose or an RMA transcends the political and economic
boundaries that defines island systems and embraces what is unique to Oceania. If
an RMA can unfold the necessary changes that will benefit the health and climate
priorities that the world seeks, then our regulatory ambitions will define the path
forward for the 21st century. 

5. Alignment to Regional Vision, Values and Objectives 
 
For the Pacific, advantages of a regional architecture are very clear when it
comes to our shared resources. The 2007 Vava’u Declaration on Pacific
Fisheries Resource for example, strengthens regulations on fishery
resources in the Pacific. Another regional sector is seabed mining. Debated
between regional institutions like SOPAC and Civil Society Organizations like
PANG, BRG and Act Now!, organizing against seabed mining is an effective
example of cross-Oceanic collaborations. What fisheries and seabed mining
have in common is that they are both depletive and degrading industries,
and its extraction from our region is still treated only as a commodity
resource accounted for by the demands of a global market. 
Yet, when it comes to ecological biodiversity, reef systems, military and
shipping routes, the negative impacts of environmental and health factors
caused by large corporations or nuclear and industrialized States, these go
unaccounted as assets or liabilities, and are largely ignored in how we



account for them.  

Without economic regulatory integration, it is easy for investors to drive
costs down by treating small independent States as markets competing for
franchises, opening the door for the divisive and deregulatory ambitions of
the investment regime. 

Integration allows for the regulatory ambitions that customary rights
holders, indigenous peoples and traditional stewards demand to maintain
our customary lands, marine resources, and subsistent livelihoods while
providing for the advantages needed to participate in the overall global
economy, equitably.

A regulation-based integrated Pacific comprised of fifteen Independent
States and nine Occupied Island Territories has the technology, the will and
the capacity to develop our own data indicators that will measure and
define our equity. It is through our regional data that we can meet the
policy challenges of reducing climate and environmental impacts while
meeting our development needs.

End
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To Submit a Regional Initiative: 

▪ Complete the below regional initiative template below; 

▪ Submit initiative to the Forum Secretariat by deadline: 5pm, Fiji local
time, Friday 12 June 2015;

▪ Completed initiatives should be submitted to the Forum
Secretariat, through one of the following ways:

Email FPR@forumsec.org
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2. Name of Initiative 

Towards A Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency
 
 

3. Background and Rationale
You may consider: What is the issue being addressed by this initiative? What are the
causes of this issue? Are there relevant studies that have been carried out to
support the issue? Are there links to national, regional or international
goals/policies?
Please limit your response to no more than 750 words.  

 
 In preparation for developing the framework for the Post-2015
Development Agenda, High Level Expert Groups within the UN Statistics
Division (UNSD) met at the United Nations to discuss Sustainable
Development Policy and Practice. The sessions were aimed towards an
agreement in September 2015, when the UN Member States may agree, for
the first time ever, on a comprehensive and long-term policy agenda for all
countries of the world. The expected agreement on the Post-2015
Development Agenda, including Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
related targets, seek to lead to a universal effort to improve economic,
social and environmental policies, as well as public and private governance,
fostering the collaboration among various components of modern societies
to achieve the desired goals.

 
What this means for developing countries is that the rules for investment
and trade among the State donor/client relationships, will be restructured
and streamlined according to a newly proposed framework for development
goals, targets and indicators in the draft SDGs. The new SDGs have 17
goals and 100+ data indicators that will be used to calculate how donor
States and private investment can integrate funding and investment policy
within an institutionally derived calculation of development needs. 
The UN Statistical Division will manage how to aggregate these data
indicators within the national accounting system. These data indicators will
measure as much quantifiable data as there is to know about the economic
development and health needs of people, their land, resources, climate and
biodiversity. What might not be so apparent is that this policy contains a
strong correlation between development needs and Foreign Direct
Investment models. Without participation of civil society actors representing
small island economies or an integrated regional Pacific Island architecture,
Pacific Islands will be once again left out from participating in the global
economy as an equal partner and the baseline for measuring national
accounts will continue to benefit large donor/investor countries.
 
As donor nations characterize the relative isolation of Pacific Islands as
being blighted by both inequality of outcome and opportunity, Pacific Island
nations should revise this isolation not as blight, but as an asset that
accounts for a higher value of equity. For the Pacific, advantages of a
regional architecture are very clear when it comes to our shared resources,



for example fisheries or deep sea mineral. However, what they both have in
common is that they are depletive and degrading industries, and its
extraction from our region is still treated only as a commodity resource
accounted for by the demands of a global market. Yet, when it comes to
ecological biodiversity, reef systems, military and shipping routes, the
negative impacts of environmental and health factors caused by large
corporations or nuclear and industrialised States, these go unaccounted as
assets or liabilities, and are largely ignored in how we account for
them. Pacific Islands local economies to varying extents are already being
impacted by ecologically degrading and resource depleting policies
negotiated between governments of states and investment regimes, Fishers
and mining are two sectors that extract resourced away from customary
rights holders. Radiation and pollution are two examples that have
degraded the regional biodiversity of the Pacific Islands. Large scale
agriculture, tourism, housing developments are leasing lands and creating
conditions that will further privatize water and resources, and degrade
regional biodiversity. Attempts to restore land, water and ocean resources
back into the hands of customary rights holders, away from private
ownership, can become very confusing when governments try to intervene.
These actions lead to investment disputes between governments and
investors and when customary rights holders attempt to take action,
further instability ensues. 
 
It is remarkable that despite the strong cultural, traditional, the shared
value and resources of the Pacific, that ecological integration has not yet
been formalised among the islands in the Pacific.  Unfortunately, dominant
economic administrations have done little to promote a regional bloc
benefitting the economic and security needs of Small Island States, and
arguably, they have done more to weaken integration by either lording over
integration proposals, as with PACER-Plus, or undermining attempts of
integration that do not include them, as with PIDF. Without economic
regulatory integration, it is easy for investors to drive costs down by
treating small independent States as markets competing for franchises,
opening the door for the divisive deregulatory ambitions of the investment
regime. Integration allows for the regulatory ambitions that customary
rights holders, indigenous peoples and traditional stewards demand to
maintain our customary lands, marine resources, and subsistence
livelihoods while providing for the advantages needed to participate in the
overall global economy, equitably. 
 
 

 

4. Description
Please provide a brief overview of this initiative. Try to address the following: Does
this initiative contribute to a positive change to the region? What makes this
initiative of importance to the Pacific region as a whole? Who would implement
this initiative? Who are the main beneficiaries? Areregulatory or
legislative changes required at the national level to implement this initiative? How
would the initiative be funded? Has this initiative been carried out previously? What
are the key risks in implementing this initiative? Are there any complementary
projects and programmes currently active? What is the proposed timeframe for this



initiative? How would the initiative be sustained over the proposed timeframe?   
Please limit your response to no more than 750 words.
We are proposing a Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency that would work with
existing regional institutions to build upon an equity that is based not on the
commodification of resources, but rather on the value of customary stewardship, the
protection of resources sacrosanct for our regional health and biodiversity. A
regulation-based integrated Pacific comprised of fifteen independent States and nine
Occupied Island Territories has the technology, the will and the capacity to develop
our own data indicators that will measure and define our equity. It is through our
regional data that we can meet the policy challenges of reducing climate and
environmental impacts while meeting our development needs. 
 
The initial proposal for a Moana Nui Regional Monitoring Agency was mapped out in
June 2013 (see annex 1 of attached report). It was an early attempt to provide a
structural outline for approaching an Oceania Regional Monitoring Agency (RMA). A
regional integrated ecological monitoring agency can conform to data standards that
are being proposed for State-level statistical information. The purpose of establishing
an RMA is not to highlight competition among the PICs, but rather to highlight the
value of shared resources that account for regional integrated cultural and statistical
data.
 
By approaching a region-wide monitoring authority, we can move towards fulfilling a
regulatory mandate that can insert itself, for example, within investor-state
agreements, and develop the technical advisory to implement an ecological and
human rights based methodology that places greater emphasis on indigenous rights,
bio-diversity and climate related factors, rather than economic indicators focusing on
trade in goods or trade in services.
 
For example, an integrated Oceania could be an equal partner in revising the
international system of accounting so that, for example, environmental degradation
and resource depletion could be accounted for as a liability rather than an asset,
revising, for example, how both investors and extractive industries account for
commodity resources. Ecological integration could revise the value of how our
biodiversity is accounted for. Damages resulting from improper transport,
militarization, nuclear testing, pollution etc. could be insured in the same way that
financial risk-based derivatives are used to make losses and R&D profitable, by
accounting for the loss of our future anticipated livelihood for example. 
 
In summary, the RMA is not necessarily dependent upon how Pacific Island Countries
account for equity, organize around data and statistical information or participate
with other trade integrations, cooperations or partnerships. The purpose of an RMA
transcends the political and economic boundaries that defines island systems and
embraces what is unique to Oceania. 
 
 

5. Alignment to Regional Vision, Values and Objectives 
Briefly describe how your initiative supports the vision, values and objectives set out
in the Framework for Pacific Regionalism. These can be found in the Framework for
Pacific Regionalism document or in the submissions guideline document. 
Please limit your response to no more than 500 words  



For the Pacific, advantages of a regional architecture are very clear when it
comes to our shared resources. The 2007 Vava’u Declaration on Pacific
Fisheries Resource for example, strengthens regulations on fishery
resources in the Pacific. Another regional sector is seabed mining. Debated
between regional institutions like SOPAC and Civil Society Organizations like
PANG, BRG and Act Now!, organizing against seabed mining is an effective
example of cross-Oceanic collaborations. What fisheries and seabed mining
have in common is that they are both depletive and degrading industries,
and its extraction from our region is still treated only as a commodity
resource accounted for by the demands of a global market. 
Yet, when it comes to ecological biodiversity, reef systems, military and
shipping routes, the negative impacts of environmental and health factors
caused by large corporations or nuclear and industrialized States, these go
unaccounted as assets or liabilities, and are largely ignored in how we
account for them.  

Without economic regulatory integration, it is easy for investors to drive
costs down by treating small independent States as markets competing for
franchises, opening the door for the divisive and deregulatory ambitions of
the investment regime. 

Integration allows for the regulatory ambitions that customary rights
holders, indigenous peoples and traditional stewards demand to maintain
our customary lands, marine resources, and subsistent livelihoods while
providing for the advantages needed to participate in the overall global
economy, equitably.

A regulation-based integrated Pacific comprised of fifteen Independent
States and nine Occupied Island Territories has the technology, the will and
the capacity to develop our own data indicators that will measure and
define our equity. It is through our regional data that we can meet the
policy challenges of reducing climate and environmental impacts while
meeting our development needs.

6. Additional Information
Please provide or attach additional information in support of this initiative.
Please limit your response to no more than 5 pages. 
Please find attached a supporting paper titled
“Pacific Islands Regional Architecture for the
21st Century: Towards a Regional Regulatory
Monitoring Agency. 
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REGIONAL INITIATIVE TEMPLATE 

1. Contact Details 

Please provide the following contact details: 

Name of  individual or group submitting initiative  

Arnie Saiki, 

Moana Nui Action Alliance 

  

  

2. Name of Initiative  

Towards A Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency 

  

  

3. Background and Rationale  

 

This mapping of the Moana Nui Regional Monitoring Agency was an early attempt to provide a 

structural outline for approaching an Oceania Regional Monitoring Agency (RMA).  Accounting 

for administrative differences, a monitoring agency would include both occupied island states as 

well as independent states. Because there are vastly disparate economic realities, the economic 

well-being indicators applied to ecological factors may provide for far greater equitability and 

consistency. 

Since then, in preparation for the SDGs, new data methodologies are now being prepared to 

measure the statistical information of resources, self-sufficiency, water, food sovereignty, 

fisheries, household economic security, health, cultural data, etc.  It is only a matter of time 

before this data will be harmonized with the System of Environmental and Economic 

Accounting that has been proposed to replace GDP. 

A regional integrated ecological monitoring agency can implement revisions to 

the data standards that are being proposed for State-level statistical information. The purpose of 

establishing an RMA is not to highlight competition among the PICs, but rather to highlight the 

value of shared resources that account for regional integrated cultural and statistical data. 

By approaching a region-wide monitoring authority, we can move towards fulfilling a regulatory 

mandate that can insert itself, for example, within investor-state agreements, and develop the 

technical advisory to implement an ecological and human rights based methodology that places 

greater emphasis on indigenous rights, bio-diversity and climate related factors, rather than 

economic indicators focusing on trade-in-goods or trade-in-services. 

Small economies should be the drivers of globalization.  They may not be the leaders in 

financialization, where all roads lead back to Wall St. investment markets.  Small economies can 

be the leaders in a regulatory approach that raises the value of bio-diversity as a value-added 

indicator in the global economy. This is where the new silk road and maritime silk 

road propositions are very attractive.  Rather than centralizing economies, the “belt and road” 

seeks to encourage new regional centres providing small economies with new opportunities for 

participating in global markets.  

  



4. Description 

 

What Could Ecological Integration Provide? 

Pacific Island local economies to varying extents are already being impacted by ecologically 

degrading and resource-depleting policies negotiated between governments of states and 

investment regimes. Fisheries and mining and minerals are two sectors that extract resources 

away from customary rights holders.  Radiation and pollution are two examples of degradation. 

Fukushima and decades of nuclear testing have degraded the regional biodiversity of Pacific 

Islands.  Large scale agriculture, tourism, housing developments are leasing lands and creating 

conditions that will further privatize water and resources, and degrade regional 

biodiversity.  Attempts to restore land, water and ocean resources back into the hands of 

customary rights holders, away from private ownership, can become very confusing when 

governments try to intervene by expropriating land or nationalizing resources.  These actions 

lead to investment disputes between governments and investors and when customary rights 

holders attempt to take action, further instability ensues. 

This disputes between investors, states, and people reveal a deep cycle that cannot benefit our 

region.  It is unsustainable and creates conditions of poverty, up rootedness and instability. It is 

like an algebra equation where the only constant is that the variables of greed and instability are 

greater than the value of our health and biodiversity. 

Infrastructure that promotes the economies of the advanced economies, privilege and prioritize 

intangible assets like patents, copyrights, trademarks, weapons systems and research and 

development.  Developing countries have barriers making it very difficult to enter into this 

accounting structure.  The classification of intangible assets is difficult to monetize because they 

are essentially without physical substance and are unlike commodity resources accounted for 

by markets.  Trading fish for music, for example, is not even like trading apples and oranges; it is 

like trading apples for art or technology. Commodity resources cannot compete in the long term 

with the accounting of intangibles unless we too are able to derive gain from our own intangible 

assets.    

So how is it that people in developing countries do not have access this kind of economy?  It is 

not because of lack of anything, other than the infrastructure to engage with our statistical data 

and classification of intangible assets. 

Also, as we begin to account for climate change impact, current rules and regulations do not 

favor small states, peoples and ecological biodiversity.  In time it will, but I’d argue that when it 

does, privatization policies will have already been streamlined, and the new methodology for 

accounting climate factors will go towards benefitting the larger economies rather than impacted 

or failed states. 

What this report seeks to eventually address, is a range of options over who is collecting this 

data, where the data is stored, what institutions should have access to this data, and how this data 

should be used to quantify our equity, and qualify our values and traditions.  

In closing, this appeal for a Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency is not necessarily 

dependent upon how Pacific Island States, Occupied Island Territories or Semi-Autonomous 

Countries account for equity, organize around data and statistical information or participate with 

other trade integrations, co-operations or partnerships.  The purpose or an RMA transcends the 



political and economic boundaries that defines island systems and embraces what is unique to 

Oceania. If an RMA can unfold the necessary changes that will benefit the health and climate 

priorities that the world seeks, then our regulatory ambitions will define the path forward for the 

21
st
 century.  

 

 

5. Alignment to Regional Vision, Values and Objectives  

  

For the Pacific, advantages of a regional architecture are very clear when it comes to our shared 

resources. The 2007 Vava’u Declaration on Pacific Fisheries Resource for example, strengthens 

regulations on fishery resources in the Pacific. Another regional sector is seabed mining. 

Debated between regional institutions like SOPAC and Civil Society Organizations like PANG, 

BRG and Act Now!, organizing against seabed mining is an effective example of cross-Oceanic 

collaborations. What fisheries and seabed mining have in common is that they are both depletive 

and degrading industries, and its extraction from our region is still treated only as a commodity 

resource accounted for by the demands of a global market.  

 

Yet, when it comes to ecological biodiversity, reef systems, military and shipping routes, the 

negative impacts of environmental and health factors caused by large corporations or nuclear and 

industrialized States, these go unaccounted as assets or liabilities, and are largely ignored in how 

we account for them.   

Without economic regulatory integration, it is easy for investors to drive costs down by treating 

small independent States as markets competing for franchises, opening the door for the divisive 

and deregulatory ambitions of the investment regime.  

Integration allows for the regulatory ambitions that customary rights holders, indigenous peoples 

and traditional stewards demand to maintain our customary lands, marine resources, and 

subsistent livelihoods while providing for the advantages needed to participate in the overall 

global economy, equitably. 

A regulation-based integrated Pacific comprised of fifteen Independent States and nine Occupied 

Island Territories has the technology, the will and the capacity to develop our own data 

indicators that will measure and define our equity. It is through our regional data that we can 

meet the policy challenges of reducing climate and environmental impacts while meeting our 

development needs. 

 

End 

 

Pdf attached.   
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“Our present regionalism is a direct creation of colonialism.”
1
 

 – Epeli Hau’ofa 

 

“We, the peoples of Moana Nui, connected by the currents of our ocean home, declare 

that we will not cooperate with the commodification of life and land as represented by 

APEC’s predatory capitalistic practices, distorted information and secret trade 

negotiations and agreements. 

 

We invoke our rights to free, prior and informed consent. We choose cooperative trans-

Pacific dialogue, action, advocacy, and solidarity between and amongst the peoples of 

the Pacific, rooted in traditional cultural practices and wisdom. 

 

E mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono. A mama. Ua noa.”
2
 

--2011 Moana Nui Statement 

“The expression of a common sense of identity and purpose, leading progressively to 

the sharing of institutions, resources, and markets, with the purpose of complementing 

national efforts, overcoming common constraints and enhancing sustainable and 

inclusive development within Pacific countries and territories and for the Pacific region 

as a whole.”
3
 

-- The 2014 Forum Leaders’ Statement 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Hau’ofa, Epeli. “We are the Ocean. Selected Works,” University of Hawai’i Press, Honolulu, 2008. Page 

47. 

2
 Moana Nui Statement was composed at the Moana Nui 2011 conference held in Honolulu, Hawaii and 

delivered during the 2011 APEC Conference.  Sponsored by the International Forum on Globalization and 
Pua Mohala I Ka Po, Moana Nui brought voices from across Oceania that spoke to Globalization, 
Indigeneity, Resources, Militarization and Trade. “E mau ke ea o ka aina i ka pono. A mama. Ua noa” (The 
sovereignty of the land is perpetuated in righteousness. The prayer is said.) 

3
 Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat. The Framework for Pacific Regionalism. 2014 Forum Leaders’ 

Statement (2014). Page 1. 
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What the three quotes at the top of this report signify are three different calls asserting a 

specific form of regionalism in the Pacific. They are aligned differently as to how we 

approach globalization.  Epeli Hau’ofa understood early attempts at regionalism as an 

extension of colonialism. The Moana Nui statement sees regionalism as a resistance of 

neoliberalism, while the 2014 Forum Leader’s Statement sees regionalism as an 

opportunity for Pacific Island Countries and Territories to facilitate a process for 

development and trade, that despite embracing some of the very good recommendations 

provided by CSOs and independent policy experts
4
, maintain a strong affiliation with the 

various international institutions that seek to encircle the Pacific within their development 

agenda. 

While all three approaches embrace regionalism from positions of identity, resistance and 

governance, the three approaches also lack an equitable path forward. The question of 

regional architecture for the 21
st
 century applies to peoples and communities as much as 

it does to States and Territories.  

Embracing customary rights, indigenous values and traditional stewards while struggling 

with governance issues like health, environmental and economic impacts are not specific 

to Oceania, but what is unique, is that despite the vastness of our region and our 

geographical distance, we have a shared will that binds us. 

Our commitment to the region unifies cultural and economic conditions, and provides us 

with approaches towards equity and value that we may not know how to account for 

within the shifting centers of 21
st
 century globalization. This paper seeks to address that 

lack and find a path forward on equitable terms through an integrated regional Regulatory 

Monitoring Agency (RMA).  

We are proposing a Regulatory Monitoring Agency that would embrace already existing 

regional regulatory institutions to build upon an accounting of equity that is based not on 

the commodification of resources, but rather on the value of customary stewardship, the 

protection of resources sacrosanct of our regional health and biodiversity.  

Recognizing that for the first time in our history, we are between two systems competing 

to define the global rules for investment and trade in the 21
st
 century, we cannot afford to 

remain situated within the unipolarity of 20
th

 century neoliberal structures. New 

multipolar opportunities demand that we embrace what is unique to Oceania and unfold 

the path necessary to pursue policy changes that will benefit the health, environmental 

and economic priorities that we seek. 

* 

                                                 
4
 Dornan, Matthew, “Pacific Plan Reviewed: what next?” DevPolicy Blog [http://devpolicy.org/pacific-plan-

reviewed-what-next-20130204/] (Accessed March 7, 2015) 
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In preparation for developing the framework for the Post-2015 Development Agenda, 

High Level Expert Groups within the UN Statistics Division (UNSD) met at the United 

Nations to discuss Sustainable Development Policy and Practice.
5
 

The sessions were aimed towards an agreement in September 2015, when the UN 

Member States may agree, for the first time ever, on a comprehensive and long-term 

policy agenda for all countries of the world. The expected agreement on the Post-2015 

Development Agenda, including Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and related 

targets, seek to lead to a universal effort to improve economic, social and environmental 

policies, as well as public and private governance, fostering the collaboration among 

various components of modern societies to achieve the desired goals.
6
 

 

What this means for developing countries is that the rules for investment and trade among 

the State donor/client relationships, will be restructured and streamlined according to a 

newly proposed framework for development goals, targets and indicators in the draft 

SDGs.  Contained within the 2015 Millennium Development Goals that the SDGs are 

anticipated to replace, were eight proposed goals.
7
 The new SDGs have 17 goals and 

100+ data indicators
8
 that will be used to calculate how donor States and private 

investment can integrate funding and investment policy within an institutionally derived 

calculation of development needs.  

                                                 
5
 In February/March 2015, the UN Statistics Division organized an Expert Group Meeting on the indicator 

framework for the post-2015 development agenda, to be held back-to-back with the 46th session of the 
UN Statistical Commission (UNSC 46), which took place on 3-6 March 2015. The Expert Group Meeting, 
with participation of representatives from national statistical systems and international and regional 
organizations, is discussed the development of the indicator framework for the post-2015 development 
agenda. The objective was to reach a common understanding of how this work would be conducted 
within the available time frame. Statistical experts from civil society, academia and private sectors also 
participated. The outcome of the meeting was presented to UNSC 46 under agenda item 3, “Data in 
support of the post-2015 development agenda.”  http://sd.iisd.org/events/expert-group-meeting-on-the-
indicator-framework-for-the-post-2015-development-agenda/ (accessed 2015 March 7). 
 
6
 Giovannini, Enrico. United Nations Statistics Division.” Towards a comprehensive global policy agenda: 

what does it mean for statistics?” Global Conference on a Transformative Agenda for Official Statistics: 
Towards a Strategic Framework for Statistics in support of the Post-2015 Development Agenda. Session 1: 
New requirements from policy demand for the global statistical system. United Nations Headquarters, 
New York. 15-16 January 2015. 

7
 Millennium Development Goals Report, United Nations (2014). The eight proposed Millennium 

Development Goals include: eradicating extreme poverty and hunger; universal primary education; 
gender equality and empower women; reducing child mortality; improving maternal health; combating 
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases; ensuring environmental sustainability; and the global partnership 
for development.  

8
 Sustainable Development Solutions Network. (2015). Indicators and a Monitoring Framework for the 

Sustainable Development Goals: Launching a data revolution for the SDGs.  Report by the Leadership 
Council of the Sustainable Development Solutions Network. Revised working draft (version 6) February 18, 
2015.  17 goals and 100+ data indicators. The SDGs include the 2015 MDGs, but also addresses, energy, 
security, employment, industrialization, and other environmental indicators. 
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The UN Statistical Division will manage how to aggregate these data indicators within 

the national accounting system. These data indicators will measure as much quantifiable 

data as there is to know about the economic development and health needs of people, 

their land, resources, climate and biodiversity.  

What may not be so apparent is that this policy contains a strong correlation between 

development needs and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) models.
9
  

For example, by assigning development goals like education, health, food security, water, 

sanitation, ecological factors, housing, and energy, etc, to highly technical Input-Output 

tables
10

, the donor and financial industries will have a powerful new tool to streamline 

development and investment.  This need not be a detriment to development however, but 

until there is a greater understanding of how global investment rules are going to be 

streamlined in the 21
st
 century, we will not know whether these goals will be to primarily 

benefit the peoples and communities in the developing world, or whether they will 

benefit the corporations and shareholders in the advanced economies, a continuation of 

the traditional donor/client relationship.  

As donor nations characterize the relative isolation of Pacific Islands as being blighted by 

both inequality of outcome and opportunity, Pacific Islands should revise this isolation 

not as blight, but as an asset that accounts for a higher value of equity.  

For the Pacific, advantages of a regional architecture are very clear when it comes to our 

shared resources. The 2007 Vava’u Declaration on Pacific Fisheries Resource for 

example, strengthens regulations on fishery resources in the Pacific.
11

 Another regional 

sector is seabed mining. Debated between regional institutions like SOPAC and Civil 

Society Organizations like PANG, BRG and Act Now!,
12

 organizing against seabed 

                                                 
9
 OECD. “Foreign Direct Investment for Development: Maximising Benefits, Minimising Costs.” (2002). 

“Developing countries, emerging economies and countries in transition have come increasingly to see FDI 
as a source of economic development and modernisation, income growth and employment. Countries 
have liberalised their FDI regimes and pursued other policies to attract investment. They have addressed 
the issue of how best to pursue domestic policies to maximise the benefits of foreign presence in the 
domestic economy.” 
 
10

 European Commission. Environmentally extended input-output tables and models for Europe. (2006). 
“Being a part of standard national accounts, input-output tables describe the value of transactions 
between the various sectors in the economy. If such tables are extended coherently to also include 
environmental information, such as sectoral emissions or resource use, then they have the potential to 
provide powerful tools for environment-related policy analysis, for example in the areas of integrated 
product policy and sustainable use of natural resources.” Page 7 
 
11

 The Forum Fisheries Agency, the Secretariat of the Pacific Community, the Forum Secretariat and the 
Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission jointly monitor progress in implementing the regulatory 
commitments made in the Vava’u Declaration. 
 
12

 SOPAC, the South Pacific Applied Geoscience Commission and CSOs like the Pacific Network on 
Globalization (PANG) and Bismarck Ramu Group (BRG), have been organizing an effective Pacific wide 
campaign to stop seabed mining. 
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mining is an effective example of cross-Oceanic collaborations. What fisheries and 

seabed mining have in common is that they are both depletive and degrading industries, 

and its extraction from our region is still treated only as a commodity resource accounted 

for by the demands of a global market.  

Yet, when it comes to ecological biodiversity, reef systems, military and shipping routes, 

the negative impacts of environmental and health factors caused by large corporations or 

nuclear and industrialized States, these go unaccounted as assets or liabilities, and are 

largely ignored in how we account for them.   

Without economic regulatory integration, it is easy for investors to drive costs down by 

treating small independent States as markets competing for franchises, opening the door 

for the divisive and deregulatory ambitions of the investment regime.  

Integration allows for the regulatory ambitions that customary rights holders, indigenous 

peoples and traditional stewards demand to maintain our customary lands, marine 

resources, and subsistent livelihoods while providing for the advantages needed to 

participate in the overall global economy, equitably. 

A regulation-based integrated Pacific comprised of fifteen Independent States and nine 

Occupied Island Territories has the technology, the will and the capacity to develop our 

own data indicators that will measure and define our equity. It is through our regional 

data that we can meet the policy challenges of reducing climate and environmental 

impacts while meeting our development needs. 

 

Equity 

Upon addressing equity,
13

 it’s important to understand how fundamental the application 

of this term is for the Pacific, and it is the fluidity of this variable that should determine 

what Pacific Island Regional Architecture for the 21
st
 century should look like.  

Equity is used in accounting in several ways. Often it is used when referring to an 

ownership interest in a business, but in this report, the application of equity is being 

applied to integrated States and Territories.  

Accounting for assets and liabilities is only one measure of a country’s economy. There 

are various indicators that are aggregated into the way GDP is measured, and it is this 

expanded aggregate of value that correlates to the strength of our national economy.  

For example, a strong economy is reflected in the size of one’s Balance of Payments of 

merchandise trade and commercial services. Despite WTO provisions prohibiting 

                                                 
13

 Friedlob, George T. and Plewa. “Financial and Business Statements,” Barron’s Business Library.  Barron’s 
Educational Series, New York,. 1991. Equities are property rights. The equity of creditors is called liability 
and is a liability, or debt, of the company (or state). The equity of owners is called stockholder’s equity or 
owner’s equity.  If the investor exercises significant influence over the affairs of the investee, the method 
of choice for accounting for the investment is the equity method. P.50-52. 
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discriminatory barriers to market access, Small Pacific Island States with limited GDPs 

continue to have difficulty attaining equitable access to larger markets, as their Balance 

of Payments, often reflecting a percentage of GDP, is so small that often their only option 

is to remain a client of a donor State. It is the continued application of this process that 

obstructs opportunities for SPIS, allowing only paltry sums of development aid for the 

wealth of resources that are provided. 

There are a variety of other indicators outside GDP that measure specific goals and 

targets of a country. There is the Global Peace Indicator
14

 or the Well-Being Indicator 

(WBI)
15

 that was put out by the Vanuatu National Statistics Office, for example, and the 

greater purpose for developing an indicator is to integrate it into a regional or global 

standard or framework, ultimately to have it adopted as an aggregate within the United 

Nations System of National Accounts. 

 

In terms of international trade, Gross Domestic Product is the current aggregate of 

adopted indicators, and although it evolved in the US alongside Gross National Product 

in the early 20
th

 century, it was GDP that was institutionalized by the UN Statistical 

Commission to measure the goods and services produced in a country as a standard of 

exchange.  

When the Statistical Commission formally adopted GDP, it was done so in part as a 

condition for post-war European recovery.  

Although this should be part of larger discussion, only now an SDR as originally 

conceived under Bretton Woods is being advanced through the new BRICS-led 

Contingency Reserve Arrangement (CRA).
16

 This should be seen as a timely opportunity 

for Pacific Island Countries that the China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank 

                                                 
14

 Institute for Economics and Peace, Global Peace Indicator (GPI) 2010 Methodology, Results and 
Findings, Global Peace Indicator. (2010) The GPI, which gauges ongoing domestic and international 
conflict, safety and security in society and militarisation in 149 countries, registered overall increases in 
several indicators, including the likelihood of violent demonstrations and perceptions of criminality. In 
some nations, an intensification of conflicts and growing instability appears to be linked to the global 
economic downturn in late 2008 and early 2009. 

15
 Vanuatu National Statistics Office. Alternative Indicators of Well-Being for Melanesia. Vanuatu Pilot 

Study Report (2102) “Vanuatu has developed a comprehensive set of indicators for Melanesian wellbeing 
that complement existing data collected through the Vanuatu National Statistics Office (VNSO). The 
indicators developed thus far are designed to be useful at a number of different levels: for research 
purposes, for policy makers, and as a source of information for the general public. Clearly, these three 
groups have different needs. The research community puts a high premium on internally consistent and 
data comparable methodologies. Policy makers will no doubt want any indicator of sustainable 
development to be clear, unambiguous, and helpful to strategic and applied policy making. Ordinary 
people need to be informed if their environment and quality of life is deteriorating, about whether this 
trend is expected to continue, and how such a situation can be mitigated.” From Alternative Indicators of 
Well-Being for Melanesia: Changing the way progress is measured in the South Pacific. P 4. 

16
 BRICS Ministry of External Relations. Treaty for the Establishment of a BRICS Contingency Reserve 

Arrangement (CRA). Fortaleza, July 15 (2014).  
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(AIIB) is coalescing the European powers
17

, including Australia and the US, who have 

recently made requests to join this new development bank. How this will impact ongoing 

international partnerships and trade agreements currently being negotiated by the larger 

economies has yet to be seen, but this reveals a systemic shift to the unilateral neoliberal 

system. 

In a recent conference sponsored by The Center for Economic and Policy Research, a 

question asked was whether the CRA can help to prevent Balance of Payments crises in 

the coming years, addressing how it can manage to provide sufficient and timely Balance 

of Payments support and still have a low default rate, without imposing harmful 

conditions.
18

 The question spoke to the failure of the IMF, but the institutional failure 

rests squarely on US neoliberal economic policy. 

The Pacific can and should lead as equal partners in the 21
st
 century, and regional 

integration will motivate this to happen. And while there are both old colonial 

administering powers and new economic bully weights that would seek to co-opt 

integration, other schemes that embrace a partnership among Small Pacific Island States, 

Occupied Territories and Semi-Autonomous Countries under the stewardship of 

customary rights holders, indigenous peoples, or traditional stewards, would provide 

tremendous global advantages for the region. 

The most pressing example for what cross-Oceania collaborations can do is seen in 

advancing the Human Rights and independence struggle for impacted peoples across 

Oceania.  Although there has been isolated support for West Papua for some time, the 

recent Wansolwara
19

 meeting in Madang, PNG, brought greater unity and visibility for an 

atrocity that is occurring under a brutal colonial administration within our region and 

under our noses, and highlights just how our collective collaborations can address other 

forms of hegemony and injustice occurring in the Pacific.  Unfortunately, previous 

                                                 
17

  Park, George, Chassany and Dyer. “Europeans defy US to join China-led development bank” Financial 
Times. March 16, 2015. [http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/0655b342-cc29-11e4-beca-00144feab7de.html] 
Accessed March 18, 2015. 

18
 Center for Economic and Policy and Research (CEPR). The impact of the BRICS’ Contingent Reserve 

Arrangement (CRA) and the New Development Bank (NDB). 11 October 2014. Panelists: Mark Weisbrot 
(Co-Director, Center for Economic and Policy Research), Nancy Alexander (Director, Economic Governance 
Program of Heinrich Boell Foundation), Aldo Caliar (Director, Centre for Concern). 
http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/2014/10/impact-brics-contingent-reserve-arrangement-cra-new-
development-bank-ndb/ (Accessed 2015 March 6) 

 

19 In September 2014, the Wansolwara Dance, sponsored by the Pacific Council of Churches, the Pacific 
Network on Globalisation, the Bismarck Ramu Group, and Social Empowerment & Education Program, 
organized a protest dance with “pride and courage for justice, solidarity and freedom” for “those who are 
not yet free from the yoke of colonial oppression” in our Wansolwara, Moana Nui, Oceania, Pacific.  

http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/2014/10/impact-brics-contingent-reserve-arrangement-cra-new-development-bank-ndb/
http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/2014/10/impact-brics-contingent-reserve-arrangement-cra-new-development-bank-ndb/
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attempts to bring West Papua into the Melanesian Spearhead Group did not meet the 

anticipated outcome, and West Papua has resubmitted its application for membership.
20

 

Other examples of how Oceanic integration can benefit the global community is through 

raising the recognition of both free prior and informed consent (FPIC)
21

 and the 

Precautionary Principle (PP)
22

 under international law. In an effort to protect native 

health and human rights, to protect customary land and our shared traditional resources, 

the fifteen Pacific Island States working as a bloc could implement the change needed by 

drawing in the occupied territories and semi-autonomous countries in the region. 

 

By adopting strong legal measures advancing FPIC and PP, the administering powers of 

the occupied territories and semi-autonomous countries, may have greater impetus of 

rising to meet the aspirations of the region, particularly as a matter of prestige, if the 

global community embraces these advancements. 

 

Arguably, this has been an option since integration schemes have been on the table, and 

the motivations for integration probably began in earnest with Nuclear Free and 

Independent Pacific, but as a bloc focusing on economic regulatory or protective 

motivations, it really has not been that long. As a pathfinder, the Vava’u Declaration on 

Pacific Fisheries has been a very good example of what the benefits and problems are of 

forging a regional regulatory scheme, and what has prevented SPIS from advancing 

regulatory rights as norms, has not been Will, but the economic bullying by the larger 

economies. 

Similarly, development aid has been often used as a coercive weapon wielded by 

dominant economies, and its effectiveness coincides with the unipolarity of the neoliberal 

hegemon that began with the collapse of the Soviet Union in the late 1980s.  During the 

bipolarity of the Cold War with the Soviet Union, it is safe to assume that Pacific Islands 

                                                 
20

 Office of Benny Wenda. “West Papua resubmits application for MSG membership,” Press Release. Feb 5, 
2015. [http://bennywenda.org/2015/west-papua-resubmits-application-for-msg-membership/] (Accessed 
March 7, 2015). 

21
 Analysis prepared by the secretariat of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues: 

economic and social development, the environment and free, prior and informed consent United Nations, 
Economic and Social Council, U.N. Doc. E/C.19/2011/13 (March 15, 2011). The common understanding of 
the principle of free, prior and informed consent is that consent should be given freely, without coercion, 
intimidation or manipulation (free); sought sufficiently in advance of final authorization and 
implementation of activities (prior); and founded upon an understanding of the full range of issues 
entailed by the activity or decision in question (informed). P.12. 
 
22

 UNESCO, World Commission on the Ethics of Scientific Knowledge and Technology (COMEST). The 
Precautionary Principle. (2005). The emergence of increasingly unpredictable, uncertain, and 
unquantifiable but possibly catastrophic risks such as those associated with Genetically Modified 
Organisms, climate change etc., has confronted societies with the need to develop a third, anticipatory 
model to protect humans and the environment against uncertain risks of human action: the Precautionary 
Principle (PP). The emergence of the PP has marked a shift from post-damage control (civil liability as a 
curative tool) to the level of a pre-damage control (anticipatory measures) of risks. (P7). 
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were not ready to stand alone as an integrated bloc, but recent economic, environmental 

conditions, and the technological and geopolitical advancements of the 21
st
 century, now 

demands that an integrated Oceania move towards participating in the world with a 

regulatory framework that can protect our regional resources and pursue the kind of 

international policy that will benefit our region.
23

  

In the case of Vanuatu’s Well-Being Indicators (VWBI), if the Melanesian group adopts 

these indicators to have a value that can be accounted for in their Balance of Payments, 

then the function of the VWBI will have regional influence that governments can use to 

set economic targets and goals.  The caveat however, is that this statistical data only has 

value among the Melanesian Group, as it is not accounted for within the current global 

GDP statistical frame.  However, if the VWBI were integrated into the System of 

National Accounts, then the accounting of these indicators will be aggregated into the 

statistical accounting of global trade.  

It should come to no surprise that different co-operations and partnerships have different 

rules of access to accounting rules, and nowhere is this more apparent than the exclusive 

Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
24

 

As the assets and resources of developing countries are tabled as commodities traded in 

global markets, OECD donor countries use the aggregate data in these input-output tables 

                                                 
23

 Motesharrei, S.  Et al, Human and nature dYnamics (HANDY): Modeling inequality and use of resources 
in the collapse or sustainability of societies. Ecological Economics, 101 (2014) 90-102.  A seminal paper 
that attempts to model collapse mathematically, in a more general way. “We propose a simple model, not 
intended to describe actual individual cases, but rather to provide a general framework that allows 
carrying out “thought experiments” for the phenomenon of collapse and to test changes that would avoid 
it. This model (called HANDY, for Human and Nature Dynamics) advances beyond existing biological 
dynamic population models by simultaneously two separate important features which seem to appear 
across so many societies that have collapsed: (1) the stretching of resources due to the strain placed on 
the ecological carrying capacity, and (2) the economic stratification of society into Elites and Masses. In 
many of these historical cases, we have direct evidence of Ecological Strain and Economic Stratification 
playing a central role in the character or in the process of the collapse. For these empirical reasons, and 
the theoretical ones explained, our model incorporates both of these two features. HANDY is based on 
the classical predator–prey model, the inclusion of two societal classes introduces a much richer set of 
dynamical solutions, including cycles of societal and ecological collapse, as well as the possibility of 
smoothly reaching equilibrium (the ecological carrying capacity).” P. 91 
 
24

 How debt functions, tells the story about how free-trade is organized in our post-colonial world, and 

the process of how that evolves takes place in the history of the OECD, the Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development.  Economies like the US, EU, Japan, Canada, Australia and other advanced 
economies, function as a kind of donor cabal that provides aid to developing countries. These countries 
(except Australia, Canada, and NZ), if you go back 60 years, were all recipients of Marshall Plan aid and 
cooperating members of the Economic Cooperation Act, later renamed the Mutual Securities Act, an 
economic and military co-operation that enforced the US-led free-market agenda.  

It should not be a coincidence that all the Administering Powers who placed their colonies on the UN list 
of non-self-governing territories were also recipients of this Marshall Plan aid.  After WW2, the losers, 
Germany, Japan and Italy had their territories placed under UN trusteeship via Articles 12 and 13 of the 
UN Charter. 
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to secure loans. Financial investment markets also use these tables to adjust their 

investments against the anticipated future profits of these resource commodities.  

Under the OECD, development and investment is leveraged against the asset and 

commodity resources of developing countries and they are able to leverage debt because 

lenders privilege security enforcement in this free-market cooperation.  

Developing countries, on the other hand, have relatively small debts, because all they 

have is their own equity to leverage debt against, and they are not in a position to 

leverage debt on the resources of other countries. There is a limit as to how much debt 

developing countries can accrue, and if they are unable to pay back the debt, then 

structural adjustments that privilege private investors and financial institutions are 

enforced. Developing countries for example, cannot leverage the kind of debt that the US 

or Japan has accrued.  As a percentage of GDP, developing countries are unable to 

borrow 106% (US) or 237% (Japan) of its GDP—roughly $18 trillion dollars and $10.5 

trillion dollars—respectively.
25

 

With the failure of neoliberalism triggered by the Wall St. economic crisis in 2008
26

 and 

the rise of the BRICS economies, Oceania has an opportunity to engage in the global 

economy with greater equity, and not have to maintain its dependency with its traditional 

colonial partners. The strength of integration is that Oceanic values will build the kind of 

equity that has been lacking and purposefully under-recognized by the very foundation of 

the national accounting system.  

 

National Accounting Systems 

Designed under Bretton Woods as an instrument to stabilize the fluctuating economies of 

war torn Europe, GDP was adopted as the economic indicator among the cooperating 

countries who eventually became the core OECD countries. Since then, the UN System 

of National Accounts (SNA),
27

 has been revising GDP to meet global needs.  

The first major revision occurred in 1993, shortly after the collapse of the Soviet Union 

who utilized a different system for harmonizing trade among its partners. The second 

revision occurred in 2008, ostensibly to address global health needs and climate factors. 

During the 2008 revision process, the framework was such a departure from traditional 

                                                 
25

 Hannoun, Herve.“Central banks and global debt overhang,” Bank for International Settlements. speech 
given to 50

th
 SEACAN Governors’ Conference, Port Moresby, 2014 November 20.  

26
 Schmidt, Vivien A and mark Thatcher. Given the abject failure of the neoliberal policy offer, why has it 

persisted as the dominant approach to policymaking? The London School of Economics and Political 
Science, (November 22, 2013). http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/why-are-neo-liberal-ideas-so-
resilient (accessed March 5, 2015) 

27
 The Organization of Economic Co-operation and Development, the International Monetary Fund, the 

World Bank, EUROSTAT, The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the U.S. Bureau 
of Economic Analysis have been the principle designers of the SNA’s revision process. 

http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/why-are-neo-liberal-ideas-so-resilient
http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/politicsandpolicy/why-are-neo-liberal-ideas-so-resilient
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GDP, that the UN Statistical Division renamed this accounting process the System of 

Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA); and in 2012, the SEEA framework 

was adopted to eventually replace GDP. 

The Statistics Division, who is harmonizing the National Accounting System with 

Sustainable Development Policy and Practice, is already creating a new framework for 

measuring national economies. It is likely that this new framework will mainframe the 

100+ indicators that are being proposed for the SDGs within new Input-Output tables for 

investment and trade.  

Without the participation of CSOs representing small island economies or an integrated 

regional Pacific Island architecture, Pacific Islands will be once again left out from 

participating in the global economy as an equal partner and the baseline for measuring 

national accounts will continue to benefit large donor/investor economies. 

An integrated Oceania could be an equal partner in revising the international system of 

accounting so that, for example, environmental degradation and resource depletion could 

be accounted for as a liability rather than an asset,
28

 revising, for example, how both 

investors and extractive industries account for commodity resources. 

Regional ecological integration should revise the value of how our biodiversity is 

accounted for. Damages resulting from improper transport, militarization, nuclear testing, 

pollution, etc, could be insured in the same way that financial risk-based derivatives are 

used to make losses to R&D profitable, by accounting for the loss of our future 

anticipated livelihood, for example.  

 

Integrations Co-operations & Partnerships 

                                                 
28

 United Nations. System of Environmental-Economic Accounting 2012- Central Framework. (2014) The 
2014 SEEA revised the 2003 SEEA approach toward accounting for Environmental Degradation and 
Resource Depletion. The SEEA-2003 contained an extended examination of the accounting for 
nonrenewable resources, particularly mineral and energy resources, including a discussion on the 
allocation of resource rent between depletion and a return to environmental assets and between 
different economic units involved in extraction. A range of options was provided to handle the various 
accounting issues. The SEEA Central Framework has determined the treatment in each of the relevant 
areas and has concluded that: (a) The resource rent should be split between depletion and a return to 
environmental assets; (b) The costs of mineral exploration should be deducted in the determination of the 
resource rent; (c) The economic value of mineral and energy resources should be allocated between the 
extractor and the legal owner; (d) Additions to the stock of natural resources (for example, through 
discoveries) should be recorded as other changes in the volume of assets rather than as a consequence of 
a production process; (e) Depletion should be recorded as a deduction from income in the production 
accounts, generation of income accounts, allocation of primary income accounts and distribution of 
income accounts, in a manner similar to that in which the deduction for consumption of fixed capital is 
made in the SNA. SEEA preface xii 
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Right now the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP)
29

 and the Transatlantic Trade 

and Investment Partnership (TTIP),
30

 are two US-led agreements that seek to expand the 

rules for trade and development according to the same neoliberal policies that caused the 

2008 financial collapse to begin with. Although both these agreements have been 

negotiated in secrecy, leaked drafts have only confirmed that this severe lack of 

envisioning a world outside of corporate dominance not only increases the risk for long-

term economic security, but it challenges the ecological biodiversity of our region by 

transferring investment and development costs to already impacted regions and peoples, 

while corporate shareholders continue to reap the benefits.   

 

An alternative to TPP/TTIP, the new BRICS
31

 partnership offers a varying model that is 

not likely to stray too far from the investment and development structures that have 

impacted our region under neoliberalism. However, under BRICS, because of its close 

relations to the development needs of states and regions, they appear to have a far greater 

capacity for integrating economics with the ecological and health priorities of impacted 

peoples and environments.
32

    

Additionally, a 2013 study has examined how the 2008 financial collapse has 

permanently changed the correlations between BRICS and the developed markets.
33

 This 

is not to say that the systems are mutually exclusive, but rather empirical findings show 

the advantages of how diversifying investments among multipolar integrations will 

reduce risk and shocks to investment and development markets. Through collaborations 

between new multipolar global economic systems, and focusing on equity diversification 

between the US and BRICS, advanced economies, emerging markets and developing 

countries, could produce the long-term goals that the SDGs embrace.
34

  

                                                 
29

 Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) countries include Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, Vietnam and the United States.  The combined GDP (PPP-World 
Bank 2012) was about US $28.5 trillion dollars. 

30
 Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) is between the US and the EU.  The combined 

GDP (PPP-World Bank 2012) was about US $33 trillion dollars. 

31
 BRICS is a partnership between the emerging countries of Brazil, China, India, Russia, and South Africa. 

The combined GDP (PPP-World Bank 2012) was about US $30 trillion dollars. 

32
 BRICS Ministry of External Relations. Sixth BRICS Summit- Fortaleza Declaration. Fortaleza, July 15 

(2014). Paragraph 11. BRICS, as well as other EMDCs, continue to face significant financing constraints to 
address infrastructure gaps and sustainable development needs. With this in mind, we are pleased to 
announce the signing of the Agreement establishing the New Development Bank (NDB), with the purpose 
of mobilizing resources for infrastructure and sustainable development projects in BRICS and other 
emerging and developing economies.  

33
 Zhang, Bill and Li, Yu. “Has recent financial crisis changed permanently the correlations between BRICS 

and developed stock markets?” School of Management and Engineering, Nanjing University, PRC. (2013) 

34
 Zhang, Bill and Chang, Tzeng. “International Equity Diversification between the United States and BRICS 

Countries.”  Romanian Journal of Economic Forecasting –XVII (1). 2014 p. 123 
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The strength of the BRICS economies is woven into the fabric of other regional blocs.
35

  

For example, Brazil is the dominant economy of the South American Common Market 

(Mercosur), and attached to Mercosur is the smaller Bolivarian Alliance (ALBA).  Russia 

leads the new Eurasian Economic Union (EEU).  India is an integral partner to the China-

led RCEP, which includes ASEAN; and South Africa leads the South African 

Development Community, which is integral to COMESA, one of the African trade 

pillars. When you account for the GDP of not just the BRICS countries, but the blocs 

they are part of, and account for the design of the proposed silk road and maritime silk 

road,
36

 what we are looking at is a complete revision of 21
st
 century globalization that 

decentralizes the power away from the former colonial administering powers represented 

by the OECD countries and Wall St. in particular.  

Inevitably, for Pacific Islands to formalize a regional bloc advancing regulatory schemes 

to benefit our regional biodiversity, new centers within the global system of finance, 

manufacturing, shipping and commerce would also evolve. 

It is remarkable, that despite the strong cultural, traditional, the shared value and 

resources of the Pacific, that ecological integration has not yet been formalized among 

the islands in the Pacific.  Unfortunately, dominant economic administrations have done 

little to promote a regional bloc benefitting the economic and security needs of Small 

Island States, and arguably, they have done more to weaken integration by either lording 

                                                 
35

 Several new regional partnerships have either been formed or are augmenting as a result of BRICS.   
This includes the Southern Common Market (Mercosur): Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela 
($4.5 trillion); the Bolivarian Alliance (ALBA): Antigua/Barbuda, Bolivia, Cuba, Dominica, Ecuador, 
Nicaragua, Saint Lucia, St. Vincent/Grenadines ($263 billion); the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU): Belarus, 
Kazakhstan, Russia, Armenia, Kyrgyzstan ($4,05 trillion); the Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership (RCEP): ASEAN members, China, Japan, Korea, India, Australia, New Zealand ($36.1 trillion ); 
Association of Southeast Asian Nation (ASEAN): Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam ($5.8 trillion); South Africa Development Community (SADC): 
Botswana, Madagascar, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe ($878 billion); 
the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa(COMESA): Burundi. Comoros, Congo, Djibouti, 
Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, 
Swaziland, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe ($1.6 trillion); and the Russia-China Partnership (RCP)($19.7 
trillion). World Bank 2013 (PPP) estimates.  (Total: $31 trillion). 

Besides the TPP/TTIP, other partnerships are also being formed to obstruct BRICS.  This includes the 
Pacific Alliance: Chile, Peru, Mexico, Colombia ($3.35 trillion); and various bilateral partnerships with 
Japan, Korea and the Philippines. ($45.7 trillion). 

36
 As regional integrations, co-operations of partnerships, the development of these new alignments are 

evolving along ambitious new “silk roads’” or “maritime silk roads.” 

Xinhua. “Chronology of China’s “Belt and Road” Initiative,” 2015 Feb 5. 
[http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2015-02/05/c_133972101.htm] (Accessed March 7, 2015). 
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over integration proposals, as with PACER-Plus
37

, or undermining attempts of integration 

that do not include them, as with PDIF.
38

   

Under current economic indicators, the GDP of Pacific Island States is about $33 billion 

dollars.
39

 When you include Occupied Island Territories, the GDP amounts to about 

$88.6 billion dollars. The Occupied Island Territories include French Polynesia, New 

Caledonia, Tokelau, Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, American Samoa, West Papua, 

Moluccas and Hawaii. The combination of Pacific Island States and Occupied Island 

Territories is about $121.6 billion dollars, which if listed as a regional economy would 

rank at about 75 (out of 179), about the same as Tunisia under current GDP 

measurements. 

The rationale behind the SDGs addresses the very real issues of poverty reduction and 

climate vulnerability. And while it is up to financially challenged individual States to 

manage the needs of their people, it is the same administering powers that seek to 

streamline our development needs with various forms of regionalism.  The forms of 

regionalism broken down in the Pacific Island Forum’s Framework for Pacific 

Regionalism
40

 highlights how entrenched some Pacific Islands States are to hang onto the 

coattails of the old colonial masters, while the waves of our equitable path forward laps at 

our shores.  

 

                                                 
37

 “Following five years of long talks, a final agreement on PACER-Plus seems now close, despite a recent 
“closed-door meeting” in Adelaide saw several Pacific island governments cry foul over some provisions 
that would reportedly only benefit their regional big brothers, Australia and New Zealand” 

Santos, Lean Alfred, Devex, “PACER-Plus—boon or bane for Pacific Island States,” 2014 July 30. 
[https://www.devex.com/news/pacer-plus-boon-or-bane-for-pacific-island-states-84013] (Accessed 
March 7, 2015). 

38
 “Diplomatic sources in Fiji confirm that Australia and New Zealand tried to undermine Fiji's efforts to 

host the first ever Pacific Islands Development Forum (PIDF) this week.” 

Islands Business, “Claims Australia and New Zealand tried to undermine PIDF: Fiji Official,” 2013 Aug 07. 
[http://www.islandsbusiness.com/news/fiji/2256/claims-australia-and-new-zealand-tried-to-undermin/] 
(Accessed March 7, 2015).  

39
 These Pacific Island States include Papua New Guinea, Cook Islands, FSM Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, 

Nauru, Niue, Palau, RMI Marshall Islands, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Timor Leste, Tonga, Tuvalu and 
Vanuatu.   

40
 Under the PIF Framework, Pacific Island Countries will be required to adopt one of these six forms of 

regionalism: Coordination, Cooperation, Collaboration, Harmonization, Economic Integration, and/or 
Administrative/legal/institutional integration. The expectation is that the adoption of these forms will 
work toward the support of “deeper” binding regionalism that will streamline current forms of 
development funding and investment from the traditional donor/investment partners. 

Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat. The Framework for Pacific Regionalism. 2014 Forum Leaders’ Statement 
(2014). Page 4. 
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Regional Monitoring Agency 

A mapping of the Moana Nui Regional Monitoring Agency
41

 was drawn out on June 3
rd

 

in Ali’itasi Stewart’s room at the Shattuck Hotel at the conclusion of the Moana Nui 2013 

meeting in Berkeley, CA
42

. 

It was an early attempt to provide a structural outline for approaching an Oceania 

Regional Monitoring Agency (RMA).  Accounting for administrative differences, a 

monitoring agency would include both occupied island states as well as independent 

states. Because there are vastly disparate economic realities, the economic well-being 

indicators applied to ecological factors may provide for far greater equitability and 

consistency. 

Since then, in preparation for the SDGs, new data methodologies are now being prepared 

to measure the statistical information of resources, self-sufficiency, water, food 

sovereignty, fisheries, household economic security, health, cultural data, etc.  It is only a 

matter of time before this data will be harmonized with the System of Environmental and 

Economic Accounting that has been proposed to replace GDP. 

A regional integrated ecological monitoring agency can implement revisions to the data 

standards that are being proposed for State-level statistical information. The purpose of 

establishing an RMA is not to highlight competition among the PICs, but rather to 

highlight the value of shared resources that account for regional integrated cultural and 

statistical data. 

By approaching a region-wide monitoring authority, we can move towards fulfilling a 

regulatory mandate that can insert itself, for example, within investor-state agreements, 

and develop the technical advisory to implement an ecological and human rights based 

methodology that places greater emphasis on indigenous rights, bio-diversity and climate 

related factors, rather than economic indicators focusing on trade-in-goods or trade-in-

services. 

Small economies should be the drivers of globalization.  They may not be the leaders in 

financialization, where all roads lead back to Wall St. investment markets.  Small 

economies can be the leaders in a regulatory approach that raises the value of bio-

                                                 
41

 Annex 1. 

42
 Following the success of Moana Nui 2011 that took place in Honolulu during APEC 2011, Moana Nui 

2013 followed up with a three-day conference in Berkeley, California. For this 2013 iteration, the main 
purpose was to respond to shifts in United States economic and military strategies that are anticipated to 
have broad negative impacts on the peoples, resources, economies and geo-politics of the Asia-Pacific 
region. These policy shifts, mostly under a new U.S. program, “The Pacific Pivot,” would particularly affect 
the economic and cultural viability and sovereignty of indigenous peoples and small nations of the Pacific, 
and would greatly accelerate profoundly dangerous power struggles underway between the United States 
and China, and potentially Russia, over trade, ocean and island resources, and economic and military 
domination of an 8,000 mile region. The primary goals of Moana Nui 2013 were to stimulate new 
collaborations among Pacific Island peoples and nations, and to inform U.S. mainland policy-makers, 
activists and media about what is underway in the Pacific. 
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diversity as a value-added indicator in the global economy.  This is where the new silk 

road and maritime silk road propositions are very attractive.  Rather than centralizing 

economies, the ―belt and road‖ seeks to encourage new regional centers providing small 

economies with new opportunities for participating in global markets. 

 

What Could Ecological Integration Provide? 

Pacific Island local economies to varying extents are already being impacted by 

ecologically degrading and resource-depleting policies negotiated between governments 

of states and investment regimes. Fisheries and mining and minerals are two sectors that 

extract resources away from customary rights holders.  Radiation and pollution are two 

examples of degradation. Fukushima and decades of nuclear testing have degraded the 

regional biodiversity of Pacific Islands.  Large scale agriculture, tourism, housing 

developments are leasing lands and creating conditions that will further privatize water 

and resources, and degrade regional biodiversity.  Attempts to restore land, water and 

ocean resources back into the hands of customary rights holders, away from private 

ownership, can become very confusing when governments try to intervene by 

expropriating land or nationalizing resources.  These actions lead to investment disputes 

between governments and investors and when customary rights holders attempt to take 

action, further instability ensues. 

 

This disputes between investors, states, and people reveal a deep cycle that cannot benefit 

our region.  It is unsustainable and creates conditions of poverty, up rootedness and 

instability. It is like an algebra equation where the only constant is that the variables of 

greed and instability are greater than the value of our health and biodiversity. 

Infrastructure that promotes the economies of the advanced economies, privilege and 

prioritize intangible assets like patents, copyrights, trademarks, weapons systems and 

research and development.  Developing countries have barriers making it very difficult to 

enter into this accounting structure.  The classification of intangible assets are difficult to 

monetize because they are essentially without physical substance and are unlike 

commodity resources accounted for by markets.  Trading fish for music, for example, is 

not even like trading apples and oranges; it is like trading apples for art or technology. 

Commodity resources cannot compete in the long term with the accounting of intangibles 

unless we too are able to derive gain from our own intangible assets.    

So how is it that people in developing countries do not have access this kind of economy?  

It is not because of lack of anything, other than the infrastructure to engage with our 

statistical data and classification of intangible assets. 

Also, as we begin to account for climate change impact, current rules and regulations do 

not favor small states, peoples and ecological biodiversity.  In time it will, but I’d argue 

that when it does, privatization policies will have already been streamlined, and the new 

methodology for accounting climate factors will go towards benefitting the larger 

economies rather than impacted or failed states. 
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What this report seeks to eventually address, is a range of options over who is collecting 

this data, where the data is stored, what institutions should have access to this data, and 

how this data should be used to quantify our equity, and qualify our values and traditions.  

In closing, this appeal for a Regional Regulatory Monitoring Agency is not necessarily 

dependent upon how Pacific Island States, Occupied Island Territories or Semi-

Autonomous Countries account for equity, organize around data and statistical 

information or participate with other trade integrations, co-operations or partnerships.  

The purpose or an RMA transcends the political and economic boundaries that defines 

island systems and embraces what is unique to Oceania. If an RMA can unfold the 

necessary changes that will benefit the health and climate priorities that the world seeks, 

then our regulatory ambitions will define the path forward for the 21
st
 century.  
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